Protein binding site analysis by means of structural interaction fingerprint patterns.
We introduce a new approach to the known concept of interaction profiles, based on Structural Interaction Fingerprints (SIFt), for precise and rapid binding site description. A set of scripts for batch generation and analysis of SIFt were prepared, and the implementation is computationally efficient and supports parallelization. It is based on a 9-digit binary interaction pattern that describes physical ligand-protein interactions in structures and models of ligand-protein complexes. The tool performs analysis and identifies binding site residues (crucial and auxiliary) and classifies interactions according to type (hydrophobic, aromatic, charge, polar, side chain, and backbone). It is convenient and easy to use, and gives manageable output data for both, interpretation and further processing. In the presented Letter, SIFts are applied to analyze binding sites in models of antagonist-5-HT7 receptor complexes and structures of cyclin dependent kinase 2-ligand complexes.